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Web Sites Created by Haiwang Yuan

Haiwang Yuan has maintained a large web site chiefly devoted to the introduction of Chinese culture. His Chinese New Year web page was featured at CNN.com and his Audio Tutorial of Survival Chinese, a favorite of many users, at Britannica.com. He also created a web site of Chinese Proverbs and one that features Chinese folktales, many of which have been incorporated into his book The Magic Lotus Lantern and Other Tales of the Han Chinese (Libraries Unlimited, 2006) and His Princess Peacock: Tales of Other Peoples of China (Libraries Unlimited, 2008). Besides, he maintains a blog that features his podcast of some of the Chinese proverbs. All the web resources can be accessed from his China web page. Besides, he also has some videos to share. Finally, to learn more about Haiwang Yuan, visit his personal web site.